Capillary zone electrophoresis of proteins with poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)-coated capillaries: fundamental and applications.
Fused silica capillaries have been modified by atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) to generate covalently bonded polymer films of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate. Because the kinetics of ATRP have mainly been investigated in bulk solutions, a GC experiment was set up to examine monomer conversion inside narrow-bore capillaries. It was shown that after 1 to 4 h the reaction was nearly complete. The coating process was further optimized by monitoring EOF, because low EOF indicates high surface coverage. To deal with the very low EOF values, a new approach was used to dramatically reduce the measurement time by overlaying hydrodynamic flow on the electroosmotic flow. The corresponding equations are derived separately in detail. Capillaries were then coated under optimum conditions with linear or cross-linked polymer films. The EOF was reduced over a wide range of pH values. A long-term reproducibility test with both types of functionalization showed that the efficiency of the linear polymer coating decreased significantly over time. With cross-linked films, however, the efficiency even increased. Relative standard deviations for protein migration times were also much lower in cross-linked coated capillaries. Highly efficient separations could be performed for basic and acidic proteins in acidic media, and for the latter even in basic media.